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While most market participants are perhaps currently on the beach, in the mountains or at their country homes for so 
called staycations, schools here in Hamburg are starting again today. For many people, the summer holidays have no 
doubt been somewhat different than originally planned. From those who have travelled we hear that airports have 
been relatively empty, and destinations were closer to home than usual. Countries that depend on tourism, such as 
Greece, as well as many, many other nations too, are obviously suffering tremendously. In particularly those people 
who have low income jobs in hotels or restaurants or similar are really being affected negatively by the current 
situation. 
 

For many like “us”, who might have changed their holiday plans but can still at least afford to take a holiday, things 
have ultimately not changed that much. However, with fewer flights, fewer hotel bookings, and fewer visits to 
restaurants, we are all spending less. But are we now spending more on other goods and going shopping with our 
extra disposable income? Possibly not, so it is actually quite surprising that container box volumes are doing so well. 
The port of Shanghai just hit a record monthly container volume of 3.9 million TEU. Transpacific box rates are also 
close to record levels, just below the record set during the massive West Coast strike in 2015. What is the basis for 
all this volume? Is it catch-up volume from factories that reduced their stock levels during March and April? Is it 
extra stock that factories plan to carry to protect against another lockdown? Is it cargo that was previously handled 
by airlines, as air cargo has now become so expensive? It is very difficult to determine this accurately at the 
moment, but it certainly has us puzzled and wondering as to the sustainability of these volumes.  
 

One additional amazing thing is that liner companies have not yet suffered much financially as a result of Covid-19. 
So far, the results reported for Q2 have in fact been rather positive. Liner companies have done well in terms of 
keeping box rates up and managing their capacities. The Shanghai Container Freight Index (SCFI) is up 31% YoY, 
at USD 1,036/TEU. In addition, we assume that liner companies had the benefit of charging bunker surcharges 
during the second quarter at a time during which the bunker price fell. CMA CGM for instance only decreased its 
bunker surcharge in July, from 345 to 165 USD/TEU, and thus benefited considerably from low oil prices. This cash 
cow will be much reduced in the next quarters. 
 

Back in April, we predicted that the container charter market might hit the bottom in June, and on 18th June the 
Contex index was down to 308 points. Since then, the index has recovered around 10%, and was 335 points at the 
end of July. The market recovery has been driven by the large sizes in particular, with 4,250 TEUs gaining 29% 
since the low point in June and 6,500 TEUs 19%. Early August has witnessed further increases in these sizes in 
particular. As stated above, it is still too early to rely on a further market increase or a stable market environment for 
the second half of 2020. The global consumer confidence index for Q2 2020 saw a record drop to 92 points, which is 
lower than in 2016. It is interesting to note the Asia Pacific figure in this context, which averages 101 points for Q2 
2020, but ranges from 43 in Japan to 123 in India. Does this have any relation to the age structures of the respective 
populations…? Grumpy old man in Japan?  
 

Consumer confidence is ultimately very important for ensuring a sustainable market recovery and good future 
containerisation volumes.  
 

Last but not least, July featured a record low resale price for 1,700 TEUs ex China. There are plenty of resales 
available from there and two ships have just been sold for below USD 18 million. That is a negative record but also 
reflects the income potential for feeder container newbuildings, which have been very disappointing during recent 
years and hence these ships only attract interest from bargain hunters. And at below USD 18 million, we would 
definitely call these bargains. 
 

So, enjoy your staycations and we hope you return with good consumer confidence, like India with its 123 points.  
 

And while you are able to have vacations, think about the crews on board not having one for many months. The 
crew exchange/non-exchange might be the THE issue for the next few months! 
 
Kind regards, 
TOEPFER TRANSPORT 
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New Contex
Jun-20 Jul-20  +/- July-19

comprehensive 311 335 7,72% 412
1100 TEU GRD - 6 MOS TC $5.367 $5.485 2,20% $6.494
1700 TEU GRD - 6 MOS TC $6.203 $6.273 1,13% $8.502
3500 TEU GL - 12 MOS TC $7.688 $8.404 9,31% $9.098

Selected Sales
2nd-hand vsl TEU DWT built price (in mill US$) buyer comment
AS Lauretta 982 11.814 01/2008 abt. USD 5 mio clients of Nordic Hamburg
MarCarrier + MarCloud 2x 1.040 12.788 2007 $5.275.000 each Goto Shipping, China
1700 TEU resales ex Changhong 2x 1756 23.476 2020 abt. $ 17.8 mio Singapore Buyers / Wan Hai
Ems Trader 2.442 33.917 10/2000 abt. $3.500.000 Meratus
Port Adelaide 2.553 33.704 11/2007 mid/high 6' to 7 mio TS Lines
FSL Emminence/Enhancer/Elixir 3x 4.252 51.870 2008 $7.6 or $8.2 mio each Chinese or Indonesians
MOL Partner 6.350 72.968 08/2005 $9.500.000 Costamare SS/DD due

MOL Paradise 6.250 72.968 09/2005 $10.500.000 Costamare SS/DD due

Fleet Development - Deliveries and Demolitions
(in no. vessel) scrapped

Jun-20 Jul-20  +/- % of fleet Jul-20 ytd Jul-20

total fleet 5.346 5.333 -0,2% 5,8% 308 64 12
- 999 TEU 958 954 -0,4% 0,7% 7 8 1
1000 - 1999 TEU 1.317 1.311 -0,5% 6,6% 87 33 6
2000 - 2999 TEU 686 685 -0,1% 13,1% 90 6 1
3000 - 5099 TEU 881 880 -0,1% 1,5% 13 3 1
5100 - 7499 TEU 442 438 -0,9% 0,5% 2 14 2
7500 - 14999 TEU 900 901 0,1% 8,2% 74 1 1
15000+ TEU 162 164 1,2% 21,3% 35 0 0

fleet size orderbook

Jun-20 Jul-20  +/- July-19 Jun-20 Jul-20  +/- July-19

1000 TEU GRD Eco $10,5 $10,5 0% $12,5 1000 TEU GRD $2,7 $2,5 -7% $4,4
1700 TEU GRD Eco $15,0 $15,0 0% $16,2 1700 TEU GRD $4,0 $4,0 0% $7,5
2200 TEU GRD Eco $18,0 $17,5 -3% 2500 TEU GRD $6,2 $6,1 -2% $8,5
2500 TEU GRD Eco $21,5 $21,0 -2% $18,0 2800 TEU GL $6,2 $6,1 -2%
3500 TEU GRD (old type) - $14,4 3500 TEU GL $5,0 $4,9 -2% $7,0
4700 TEU WB $25,5 $25,5 0% $26,4 4250 TEU PMX $6,1 $6,1 0% $8,1
*Old design, but electronic main engine

Container Vessel's Value 
5 year old vessel in mill US$ 15 year old vessel in mill US$ (SS/DD due)

Charterrate index 
 


